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ABSTRACT
In the ideal CS1 classroom, we should understand programming process—how student code evolves over time. However, for graphics-based programming assignments, the task of understanding and grading final solutions, let alone thousands of intermediate steps, is incredibly labor-intensive. In this work, we present a challenge, a dataset, and a promising first solution to autonomously use image output to identify functional, intermediate stages of a student solution. By using computer vision techniques to associate visual output of intermediate student code with functional progress, we supplement a lot of the teacher labor associated with understanding graphics-based, open-ended assignments. We hope our publication of the dataset used in our case study sparks discussion in the community on how to analyze programs with visual program output.
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1 INTRODUCTION
First-time CS students learn by programming—they must design an approach, debug their code, and iteratively improve towards a final solution. For a teacher, however, a single timestamped submission per student at the end of this process is insufficient to capture all the intermediate steps a student has taken towards a solution. Even when such progress data is available, it is often intractable to analyze this data in a meaningful way that maps student code to milestones, or incremental attempts towards the assignment goal. If teachers could characterize individual and aggregate progress through an assignment, they could better understand how their students think about course concepts.

However, student process is highly variable. Unit testing and other automated assessment tools are often only designed to test functionality of the final submission, and teachers would have to design and engineer additional tests for identifying intermediate milestones. Existing tools are also difficult to tailor to graphics-based programming assignments, which have recently gained popularity in many CS1 courses. Due to their open-ended nature—enabling programmers of all levels to get quick, visual feedback in an exploratory environment—the large solution spaces often render unit-testing development or syntax-based code analysis insufficient for final submissions, much less intermediate code snapshots.

Despite the up-front complexity of autonomously analyzing functionality of graphics-based coding tasks, advances in computer vision in other fields have matched [14] and, more recently, surpassed [36] human ability to detect objects from pixel input. In spite of their effectiveness, contemporary vision classification techniques have rarely been applied to student code, as many state-of-the-art techniques are supervised—requiring well-labeled, plentiful data, which student assignment data often lacks.

In this work, we marry the two fields of understanding students and improving computer vision by presenting the community with a computer vision challenge rooted in CS education: autonomously characterize student progress on a graphics-based programming task by looking at intermediate image output. The PyramidSnapshot dataset is a large, annotated set of images, each tagged with one

of 16 milestone labels mapping to functional progress towards the assignment goals of Pyramid, a canonical CS1 graphics-based task (Figure 1). The dataset contains timestamped, program image output of 2633 students over 26 CS1 offerings from the same university, corresponding to 101,636 images of intermediate work, of which 84,127 are annotated with milestones.

Our work is a first step towards a deeper understanding of how students work through graphics-based assignments. We hope that our publication of the PyramidSnapshot dataset is a useful case study on how to prepare graphics-based student data for quantitative functional analysis, as well as how to glean pedagogical insights from such fine-grained data. In this work we describe our approach to labeling a complex dataset by hand, and we show that a neural network-based classifier can extend human labeling effort reasonably well. Finally, we share our insights into how to visualize student process to identify different student work patterns.

2 RELATED WORK

There is a growing body of work on automated assessment tools, which are designed to understand and give feedback to students. Many courses also employ test-driven learning, where students use a provided set of unit tests or write their own using a system like Web-CAT [8, 13]. However, unit tests in general are often brittle, work patterns are often strong indicators of student performance in the course, from debugging behavior [17] and subgoal planning [20] to likelihood for plagiarism [35] and amount of tinkering [5].

To make CS courses more accessible for a diverse set of learners, classrooms should promote multiple paths for learning [31]. Some programming languages inherently encourage exploration, such as Scratch [27] and Alice [7]. For text-based programming languages, on the other hand, creativity is pushed to the assignments, which are often open-ended tasks that support visual output [15, 22, 28, 30]. Flexible assignments support not only planners, who strategically plan their route to the answer, but also tinkerers, who make incremental, exploratory steps towards the solution [3]. Assignment work patterns are often strong indicators of student performance in the course, from debugging behavior [17] and subgoal planning [20] to likelihood for plagiarism [35] and amount of tinkering [5].

It is difficult to autonomously understand the final solution that a student submits. It is even harder to derive insights from the process of how a student solution evolves over time. Existing work that characterizes student work patterns often use low-level indicators of student progress, such as code diffs, completion times, or errors [1, 2, 5, 6, 12]. While there have been studies on functional progress of student solutions in variable-constrained or block-based environments [24, 25, 33], our work is the first to identify program functionality over the course of an open-ended graphics assignment. We circumvent the difficulty of AST-based functionality analysis by using pixel-based visual program output.

In 2013, a team of researchers from DeepMind demonstrated that a convolutional neural network based algorithm could learn to play Atari games as well as humans using only pixel output [18]. Because the Atari games used in the DeepMind paper are very similar in complexity to the outputs of assignments typical in CS1 and CS2 classes—and some of the Atari games are in fact classic homework assignments [22]—we have reason to believe that modern computer vision algorithms should be able to understand the output of our student’s graphical programs from the pixel level. Despite this potential, to the best of our knowledge, the capacity for understanding graphics prior to this paper has been used mostly to play and rarely to educate. Open datasets have been integral to the early evolution of computer vision techniques [9, 14, 16]; we hope that our dataset will help the CS education community evolve.

3 DATA

The Pyramid assignment is a sub-problem in the second week of a 10-week CS1 course at Stanford. The assignment is scoped as the students’ first exposure to variables, object manipulation, and for-loop indexing. As part of their individual, take-home assignment, students use Java’s ACM graphics library to draw bricks on the screen and construct a pyramid shape (Figure 1a), and they are awarded extra credit points if they can extend the correct pyramid (Figure 1b). The solution requires nested loops and the computation of several intermediate variables:

```java
public void run() // draw a pyramid
    for(int i = 0; i < BRICKS_IN_BASE; i++)
        // calculate row variables
        int nBricks = BRICKS_IN_BASE - i;
        int rowWidth = nBricks * BRICK_WIDTH;
        double rowY = HEIGHT -(i +1) * BRICK_HEIGHT;
        double rowX = (WIDTH - rowWidth )/2.0;
        // draw a single row
        for(int j = 0; j < nBricks; j++)
            // add a single brick
            double x = rowX + j * BRICK_WIDTH;
            rect(x, rowY, BRICK_WIDTH, BRICK_HEIGHT);
```

To collect intermediate student data, we modified the Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE) to support snapshotting of student code as they work through the assignment. [25]. The IDE manages a git repository that stores a snapshot of student code whenever a student compiles and runs the assignment, meaning that snapshot frequency could be on the order of minutes when a student is actively working. Then, when the student submits their final program for grading, the IDE automatically packages up the repository and stores it on the course server.

In the CS1 course studied, the Pyramid assignment has been used for many years, with little variation in assignment scope and grading rubric. We analyzed 2,633 student submissions from as far back as 2007 (where the bulk of data was collected between 2012 and 2014) by compiling and running all Pyramid code files in git repositories to generate timestamped images. Figure 3 shows the distributions of the number of snapshots (µ = 52, σ = 59) and hours spent (µ = 1.7, σ = 1.5) for each pyramid submission. Of the 138,531 snapshots in our dataset, we successfully generated 101,636 images; 36,895 snapshots had runtime or compile errors.
3.1 Dataset complexity

For a graphics-based assignment like Pyramid, we claim that using image output to represent the functionality of student work is less complex—and therefore easier to work with—than using a text-based representation like Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs). Like many other coding assignment datasets that have been analyzed in the past, the frequency distributions of both the Pyramid assignment code Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) and the image output files follow Zipf’s law, the same distribution as natural language. One of the implications of this insight is that the exponent $s$ of the Zipf fit can be used as a measure of the complexity of a programming dataset, where a higher exponent means that a dataset has a higher probability of observing the same solution more than once and is thus less complex [25]. The frequency distribution of Pyramid ASTs fits to a Zipf exponent $s = 0.57$, which is notably more complex when compared to logistic regression implementations ($s = 1.82$) and CS1 first week homeworks ($s = 2.67$) [26]. On the other hand, the Pyramid image outputs have Zipf distribution with exponent $s = 0.78$ (Figure 2b), suggesting that modern tools for understanding images may be more effective than an AST-based approach for understanding functionality of intermediate solutions.

3.2 Labeling milestones efficiently

The PyramidSnapshot dataset comes with milestone labels; that is, each image is categorized into one of our 16 visual categories of intermediate work. Figure 2a shows an example image for each of these milestones. Our milestone labels are mutually exclusive by design: an image must be either a scalene triangle or a pyramid-like image object, for example. We understand that there could be potential overlap in these milestones, but we chose exclusive labels because separable labels enable easier, clearer analysis. It is worth keeping in mind that there is a huge variation of images within each category; for example, Milestone 15 (Off-track) was marked for any image that was unable to be categorized by the other labels.

It would be an insurmountable task by a team of three researchers to label over 101,000 images in our PyramidSnapshot dataset. However, we observe from the Zipf distribution of the data (Figure 2b) that only 27,220 (27%) of these are unique. Furthermore, the perfect pyramid (Milestone 13) in our dataset is the most frequent and occurs over 11,000 times across all student work, and the ten most popular images cover 20,219 images (20%) in our 101,636 image dataset. Using the Zipf distribution, one can label unique images to milestones in order of popularity in the dataset; a single researcher labeled 12,077 unique images with corresponding milestones in 20 hours over three days, covering 84,127 images (83%) of the actual dataset (Figure 2d). The error score in Figure 2d characterizes the gain of labeling a unique image as the frequency of that image appearing in the overall dataset; the average effort score of unique images labeled was about 7 repeated images. On the other hand, each remaining unlabeled unique image appeared on average 1.2 times in the dataset, meaning that we would not have gained much with this labeling strategy had we continued into the tail of the distribution. Figure 2c shows that about 90% of students have at least 75% of their repositories labeled after using this strategy of labeling more popular images first.
We realize that assigning intermediate images to milestones presents a scalability issue for other assignments, even if we use image frequency to reduce labeling effort. We therefore explore how the accuracy of a classification model works as we vary $N$, the number of most popular images that we label, defined as our training set size. In this section, we define potential models for classifying intermediate snapshots by milestone, and we also outline an approach to answering a secondary question—whether classifying image output is sufficient for grading final submissions.

### 4.1 Classifying milestones

Given a training set of the $N$ most popular images, we consider three models for classifying our images with milestones. Our first approach is based on the premise of unit testing: select one representative image for each milestone, and for each test image, predict a milestone only if the test image pixels exactly match that of the reference; otherwise it predicts nothing. We keep $N = 15$ unit testing images; we do not save a representative image for the Off-track milestone (Milestone 15). The second approach, K-nearest neighbors (KNN), is a common baseline used for computer vision [14]; for each test image, define the $K$ nearest neighbors as the $K$ images from the reference training set that have minimum sum-squared-difference (pixel-wise), and predict the most common milestone out of the nearest neighbors. Our third approach is a deep learning approach: train a convolutional neural network (Figure 4) to return the most likely milestone label based on processing a greyscaled, downsampled image of dimension $346 \times 477 \times 1$ with a 1.2-million parameter model. The model parameters are trained by optimizing a softmax cross-entropy loss over the $N$ most popular images.

#### 4.2 Extending classification to final solutions

In parallel with our goal to capture functionality of intermediate work, we also want to study whether an image-based, deep-learning approach is effective for autograding final submissions. From anecdotal experience, graphics assignments tend to be more difficult and time-consuming to grade than their command-line counterparts, mainly because the set of possible correct graphical outputs is often not well-defined. To grade our Pyramid assignment, a grader runs student final submission code with five predetermined sets of parameters which vary the brick size and Pyramid dimensions, then evaluates the student on a rubric set of 9 items, where for each item the grader marks a binary pass/fail by looking at both the student’s code and five test results. We compare two approaches; the first is a unit-test-based model, where we have one counterexample image per rubric and we compare pixel-wise for exact match of output images. The second is a convolutional neural network approach with a similar structure to the milestone predictor in Figure 4; we train one pipeline for each of the five test output images and replace the classification layer with a sigmoid binary predictor per rubric; our model has 5.1 million parameters. We use a slightly different (non-public) dataset of 4383 Pyramid final code submissions with grades between 2009 and 2017.

5 RESULTS

To evaluate our three approaches to classifying milestones from graphical image input, we trained each classifier with a varying size of $N$ on our training set of the most popular images, and we evaluated its overall accuracy on two datasets: the validation set, composed of the top 11,000 popular images (corresponding to 70% of our image dataset), and the tail set, composed of the remaining 1,077 labeled images. We use the validation set to decide which classifiers work for common snapshots; the tail set accuracy is an indicator for whether our classifiers work on rarely seen snapshots.

We first discuss accuracy results on the validation set. The results for each classifier with the best choice of training set size $N$ is reported as overall accuracy in classifying all 16 milestones in Figure 5a; we can immediately see that our neural network outperforms the other two unit-test and KNN ($K = 100$) models. We also report a higher-level statistic of overall accuracy over knowledge stages, which reduces our 16-dimension milestone space into five meaningful stages of knowledge, organized based on whether students are working on a single loop (Stage 1), a nested loop (Stage 2), adjusting brick offset within the nested loop (Stage 3), or completed with the assignment and going beyond what is expected (Stage 4). The remaining four stages are grouped as “Other/Off-track.” We note that higher-level abstracted knowledge stages are more meaningful for a human grader as such stages will not differentiate between two milestones associated with the same level of student cognitive understanding. In Figure 5b we report our neural network accuracy for predicting a milestone that is in the same knowledge stage as the correct milestone label; the model reports at least 70% accuracy for Stages 1, 2, and 3, which are the most formative ones in terms of determining student progress towards the assignment goal, and therefore the low accuracy in identifying Stage 4 is acceptable. However, we realize that there is room for accuracy improvement across all knowledge stages for future work.

To understand how the model connects image to label, we use the t-SNE algorithm to compress the model’s internal image representation into a 2-D, clustered visualization. Figure 5c shows that our image embeddings roughly cluster by their milestone; however, there are some perfect pyramid images (Milestone 13, red) hidden among the Hello world milestones (Milestone 1, blue). Upon checking these incorrectly classified images, we found that some of them depicted a very small pyramid, which could easily be misclassified as a single block, but others were simply incorrectly placed in the embedding space. Our hypothesis is that since unique images of single bricks dominate our dataset, our model has a tendency to predict Milestone 1 in the absence of any other strong indicators.
Overall accuracy | Unit test (N = 15) | KNN (K = 100, N = 11000) | Neural network (N = 11000)
---|---|---|---
By milestone (16 milestones) | .275 | .038 | .558
By knowledge stage (5 stages) | .275 | .277 | .805

Figure 5: Milestone classification results. (a) Accuracy of each model (with training set size N) by milestone and by knowledge stage on the 11,000 most popular images. A closer analysis of the neural network model (N = 11000) shown by (b) Accuracy breakdown by knowledge stage, and (c) t-SNE plot of model embeddings, color-coded by milestone. (d) Overall accuracy (by knowledge stage) of KNN and neural network models with varying training set sizes N.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit test image</th>
<th>Neural network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>Acc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Average accuracy and F1 scores when predicting rubrics on final submissions.

We realize that it may seem intractable to extend our approach to other graphics-based assignments due to the sheer effort required to label the intermediate images for training data. We use the labeling scheme from Section 3.2 to create a training set consisting of the N most popular images; we then evaluate the performance of the KNN and neural network models with different training set sizes N, and we evaluate their performance on the top 11,000 most popular images (Figure 5d). Naturally, the KNN model performs best with a huge dataset, but what is surprising is that the neural network already outperforms the other two models even with only N = 100 items in the training set. There is a small peak at N = 800 for the neural network model; this artifact is because the model correctly predicted the milestones of some high-rank images, therefore weighting the accuracy upwards; this trend goes away when we compare accuracy across unique images only. In general, the takeaway that we can get just over 60% accuracy with just N = 100 labeled data points is very promising.

We also evaluated our images solely on the tail images in the distribution, the 1,077 least popular (labeled) images in the tail set. All three models performed poorly: Unit test reported 0% accuracy (due to its pixel-based exact match strategy), and both KNN and our neural network model performed with less than 1% accuracy almost all choices of our training set. This is a huge area in which future models can improve; the more reliable we are in predicting the tail of our model, the more confident we can be in imputing milestone labels on unlabeled images in our dataset.

Final submissions evaluation. We report in Figure 6 our results of running our two final submission grading models. The average F1 scores and accuracies are evaluated on a validation set of 438 submissions; the neural network was trained on a set of 3945 submissions, and the unit-test model had 7 exact match reference images. Both models have very high average accuracies; however, this is because very few students get marked off for any of the 9 items in the rubric (the average frequency of incorrect rubric items was 10%). We therefore prioritize the F1 score metric, which is a harmonic mean of the precision and recall scores (measuring false positive and false negatives). We notice that the F1 scores for our neural network model are low for two reasons: first, several rubric items were code-based student misconceptions (e.g., incorrectly indexing either the inner or outer loop of a two-level nested loop, leading to indistinguishable final image outputs). Second, the rubrics marked for two different students with the same set of five unit-test images could vary widely. For example, for the 1485 student solutions that had the correct image output for all five brick configurations, there were at least 20 different rubric assignments, some with at most three rubric items marked off. Our image output-based approaches are not reliable enough to grade CS1 graphics assignments, but they are useful for labeling intermediate milestone work.

6 DISCUSSION
By splitting our milestone classification task into two phases—human labeling and deep-learning-facilitated labeling, we are able to achieve modest success on predicting the correct milestone label for any image. We use our milestone information to gauge how much time a student spends on average in each of our knowledge stages to decide which content to emphasize in classroom teaching.
students work on the assignment over time. When we compare high-performing students (Figure 8a) with low-performing (Figure 8b), we observe that these groups of students tend to concentrate their work in different stages. All three high-performing students have few snapshots in Stages 2 and 3, instead spending a significant portion of their time working on the perfect pyramid (Milestone 13). In contrast, the low-performing students spend a large fraction of time in Stage 5’s early milestones that emphasize brick offset adjustments. One student also fails to reach the correct solution, ending instead in the offset pyramid milestone (Milestone 11).

From our data, we can also visually discern between certain students who were struggling to get anything working and those who were tinkering [5, 31]—where a student spends a long time at a particular knowledge stage not because they are stuck, but because they are exploring the solution space. Figure 8c shows three students that have used over 100 snapshots for the Pyramid assignment. The first two students spend a large portion of their time working in Stage 1. In contrast, the last student spends most of their time in a late Stage 3 milestone, the offset pyramid (Milestone 11), suggesting some sort of tinkering and adjustment. When we connect these work patterns with their performance on the midterm, the first two students score in the 19th and 21st percentile, respectively, while the third student scores in the 73rd percentile.

7  FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

Our anecdotal analysis of this dataset suggests there is merit to observing snapshot histories with respect to milestone evolution. Having functional labels for snapshotted student data can be used in conjunction with existing indicators of progress, like error messages and code length [4, 5, 12], to predict student performance. As future work, we can cluster students and identify in aggregate which work patterns are correlated with stronger student performance. Future classrooms may evaluate student process in addition to final submission correctness; the color-coded heat map characterizing functionality over time provides a quick reference for instructors to detect which snapshots are pivotal for student learning. Towards this end, we have deployed the image label predictor as part of an in-classroom tool that allows teachers to interact with students and discuss the meta-process of how they program [34]. In this work, we have only scratched the surface of pedagogical insights that can be gleaned from more detailed analyses of student progress; by publishing our dataset, we hope that other researchers can improve upon our work to better understand how students code.

We realize that labeling intermediate snapshots is a human effort that is time-intensive for teachers and researchers. To see whether our approach was tractable for other assignments, we analyzed the tradeoffs between human labeling the most popular images and subsequent neural network-based labeling of remaining images. In our study, a simple neural network model trained on the 100 most popular images performs relatively well, suggesting that labeling for functionality is not as daunting as it may seem. Yet our biggest contribution is publishing the labeled PyramidSnapshot dataset used in this work as a new, annotated benchmark with two benefits to the community: to evaluate autonomous prediction for functionality of intermediate student program output, and to analyze student work patterns with greater detail than before.